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Abstract. We develop a semismoothness concept for nonsmooth superposition operators in function spaces.
The considered class of operators includes NCP-function-based reformulations of infinite-dimensional nonlinear
complementarity problems, and thus covers a very comprehensive class of applications. Our results generalize
semismoothness and �-order semismoothness from finite-dimensional spaces to a Banach space setting. Hereby, a
new generalized differential is used that can be seen as an extension of Qi’s finite-dimensional C-subdifferential to
our infinite-dimensional framework. We apply these semismoothness results to develop a Newton-like method for
nonsmooth operator equations and prove its local q-superlinear convergence to regular solutions. If the underlying
operator is �-order semismoothness, convergence of q-order ��� is proved. We also establish the semismoothness
of composite operators and develop corresponding chain rules. The developed theory is accompanied by illustrating
examples and by applications to nonlinear complementarity problems.
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1. Introduction. The notion of semismoothness was introduced by Mifflin [34] for real-
valued functions defined on finite-dimensional spaces, and extended to mappings between
finite-dimensional spaces by Qi [40] and Qi and Sun [42]. The importance of semismooth
equations results from the fact that, although the underlying mapping is in general nonsmooth,
Newton’s method is still applicable and converges locally with q-superlinear rate to a regular
solution [39, 40, 42]. For related early approaches to nonsmooth Newton methods we refer
to [32, 33, 37].

Written in a form most convenient for our purposes, a mapping f � Rk � R
l is called

semismooth at x if f is Lipschitz near x, directionally differentiable at x, and if

max
M��f�x�h�

kf�x� h�� f�x��Mhk � o
�khk� as h� ��(1.1)

where �f denotes Clarke’s generalized Jacobian [11]. Further, f is called �-order semis-
mooth, � � � � �, if the order in (1.1) can be improved to O

�khk����.
The objective of this paper is to extend the notions of semismoothness and �-order

semismoothness, respectively, to nonlinear superposition operators in function spaces, and
to develop a corresponding superlinearly convergent Newton-like method. Motivated by ap-
plications arising in mathematical modeling and optimal control, we consider operators of the
form

� � Y � Lr�	�� ��y���� � �
�
F �y����

�
�(1.2)

with mappings � � Rm � R and F � Y � Qm
i�� L

ri�	�, where � � r � ri � �, Y
is a real Banach space, and 	 � R

n is a bounded open domain. Essentially, our working
assumptions are that � is Lipschitz continuous and semismooth, and that F is continuously
Fréchet-differentiable. The detailed assumptions are given below. The main result of this
paper is a semismoothness-like estimate of the form

sup
M��s��y�s�

k��y � s����y��MskLr � o�kskY � as s� � in Y �(1.3)
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We also give conditions under which the remainder term in (1.3) is of the order O�ksk���Y �,
� � � � �. In this case we call � �-order semismooth. The multifunction (i.e., set-valued
mapping) �s� � Y � L�Y�Lr� denotes an appropriate vector-valued generalized differential
of �, which can be interpreted as a generalization of Qi’s finite-dimensional C-subdifferential
[41] to operators in function spaces. The estimate (1.3) generalizes (1.1) to the function space
setting. We will not require that � be directionally differentiable, because this is not needed
in the analysis of Newton’s method.

Based on (1.3), we develop a locally q-superlinearly convergent Newton method for the
nonsmooth operator equation

��y� � ��(1.4)

Moreover, in the case where � is �-order semismooth we prove convergence with q-rate
� � �. In analogy to BD-regularity assumptions for finite-dimensional semismooth Newton
methods, we impose a regularity condition on the elements of the generalized differential.
Further, as was already observed earlier in the context of related local convergence analyses
in function space [30, 52], we have to incorporate a smoothing step to overcome the non-
equivalence of norms. We also will provide an example showing that this smoothing step is
indispensable.

Recently, a different semismoothness concept for operator equations was proposed by
Chen, Nashed and Qi [10]. We point out that our approach differs significantly from the one
in [10]. There, the notion of a slanting function is introduced and a generalized derivative, the
slant derivative, is obtained as the collection of all limits of the slanting function as yk � y.
Semismoothness is then defined by imposing appropriate conditions on the approximation
properties of the slanting function and the slant derivative.

Although the differentiability properties of superposition operators with smooth � are
well investigated, see, e.g., the expositions [6] and [7], this is not the case for nonsmooth
functions �. Further, even if � is smooth, for operator equations of the form (1.4) the avail-
ability of local convergence results for Newton-like methods appears to be very limited.

As an important application of our results, which originally motivated our investigations,
we discuss the reformulation of the nonlinear complementarity problem (NCP) posed in func-
tion space as an equivalent nonsmooth operator equation of the form (1.4). This problem
consists in finding y � Lp�	� such that almost everywhere on 	 holds

y � �� Z�y� � �� yZ�y� � ��(1.5)

where the operator Z � Lp�	�� Lr�	�, � � r � p � �, is given. In order to reformulate
(1.5) as a nonsmooth operator equation, we use an NCP-function [47], i.e., a function 	 �
R
� � R satisfying

	�x� � � �	 x� � �� x� � �� x�x� � ��

to rewrite the pointwise complementarity conditions in (1.5) as equations. Doing this, (1.5)
can be written equivalently in form of the operator equation


�y� � �� where 
�y����
def
� 	

�
y���� Z�y����

�
� � � 	�(1.6)

Obviously, choosing Y � Lp�	�, r� � r� � r, andF � y � Y 
� �
y� Z�y�

�
, we have� � 


with � as in (1.2). For finite-dimensional NCPs, this approach of reformulating the problem
as an equivalent system of equations has been extensively studied in recent years [14, 16, 17,
28, 29, 50] and led to very efficient Newton-like methods, see, e.g., [35]. To avoid imposing
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a strict complementarity condition, it is advantageous to work with nondifferentiable rather
than smooth NCP-functions. Since the introduction of the semismooth Fischer–Burmeister
NCP-function

	FB�x� �
q
x�� � x�� � x� � x�(1.7)

by Fischer [19], many researchers agree that semismooth NCP-functions are a very powerful
tool to develop efficient algorithms with strong theoretical properties. There are also close
connections between the NCP-function approach and non-interior path-following methods
for NCPs [9], which recently were introduced and analyzed in finite dimensions. Hereby,
the NCP-function 	 is embedded in a class of smooth perturbations 	� , where 
 � � is a
parameter. For 
 � � the function 	� is smooth, whereas 	� � 	. For the Fischer-Burmeister
function 	FB , e.g., the functions 	� can be obtained by adding the term 
 under the square
root. The main idea of these methods, transcribed to our setting, consists in following the
trajectory of solutions to the corresponding perturbed operator equations 
��y� � � as 
 �
�. Usually, corrector steps are computed by Newton’s method. In the asymptotic phase 
 � �
the behavior of Newton’s method on the unperturbed equation plays a key role in achieving
fast local convergence. We therefore believe that the results presented in this paper will also
be helpful to investigate path-following methods in a function space setting.

We emphasize that the number of applications fitting in our framework is huge, in par-
ticular those involving complementarity, see [15, 18, 21, 22, 31, 36, 38]. Many of these
applications arise from infinite-dimensional variational inequalities that model systems being
continuous in time and/or space [15, 21, 31, 36], and therefore are posed in function spaces.
Hence, the development and analysis of efficient abstract algorithms for the solution of the
infinite-dimensional problem (1.5) is very desirable in order to derive robust, efficient, and
mesh-independent methods for the solution of the discretized problem. The nonsmooth New-
ton method developed in this paper is directly applicable to NCP-function-based reformula-
tions of the NCP (1.5) and can therefore be seen as a generalization of semismooth Newton
methods for finite-dimensional NCPs.

For the purpose of illustration, we briefly describe how a particular optimal control prob-
lem can be converted to an NCP of the form (1.5). The problem we describe can be shown to
satisfy all assumptions that we are going to impose in this work. For details we refer to [51].
Consider the following distributed optimal control problem of an elliptic partial differential
equation with upper bounds on the control:

minimize
w�L��	�

J�w�
def
�

�

�
ku�w�� udk�L��	� �

�

�
kw � wdk�L��	�

subject to w � � on 	�

(1.8a)

where u � u�w� � H�
� �	� (the usual Sobolev space) is the weak solution of the strongly

elliptic state equation

�
nX

i�j��

�

�xi

�
aij

�u

�xj

�
� w on 	�(1.8b)

We assume � � �, aij � L��	�, ud � L��	�, and wd� � � L��	�. Denoting by rJ�w� �
L��	� the L�-Riesz representation of the gradient of J , it can be shown that �w solves the
control problem if and only if �y � � � �w solves the NCP (1.5) with Z�y� � �rJ�� � y�.
We will further discuss this problem in Example 5.5.

For the development of a semismoothness concept we have to choose an appropriate
vector-valued generalized differential for the operator �. Although the available literature on
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generalized differentials and subdifferentials is mainly focused on real-valued functions, see,
e.g., [8, 11, 12, 45] and the references therein, several authors have proposed and analyzed
generalized differentials for nonlinear operators between infinite-dimensional spaces [13, 20,
24, 43, 48]. In our approach, we work with a generalized differential that exploits the structure
of �. Roughly speaking, our general guidance hereby is to transcribe, at least formally,
componentwise operations in Rk to pointwise operations in function spaces. To sketch the
idea, note that the finite-dimensional analogue of the operator � is the mapping

�f � Rk � R
l � �f

j�x� � �
�
F j�x�

�
� j � �� � � � � l

with � as above and C�-mappings F j � Rk � R
m . We have the correspondences � � 	�

j � f�� � � � � lg, y � Y � x � R
k , and F �y���� � F j�x�. Componentwise application of

the chain rule for Clarke’s generalized gradient [11] shows that the C-subdifferential of �f

consists of matrices M � Rl�k having rows of the form

Mj �

mX
i��

dji �F
j
i �
��x�� with dj � ��

�
F j�x�

�
�

Carrying out the same construction for � in a purely formal manner suggests to choose a
generalized differential for � consisting of operators of the form

v � Y 
�
mX
i��

di 
�
F �i �x�v

�
� with �d�� � � � � dm���� � ��

�
F �y����

�
a.e. on 	�

where the inclusion on the right is meant in the sense of measurable selections. One ad-
vantage of this approach, which motivates our choice of the generalized differential �s�,
is that it consists of relatively ’concrete‘ objects as compared to those investigated in, e.g.,
[13, 20, 24, 43, 48], which necessarily are more abstract since they are not restricted to a par-
ticular structure of the underlying operator. It is not the objective of this paper to investigate
the connections between the generalized differential �s� and other generalized differentials.
There are close relationships, but we leave it as a topic for future research. Here, we concen-
trate on the development of a semismoothness concept based on �s�, a related nonsmooth
Newton’s method, and the relations to the respective finite-dimensional analogues.

As already mentioned, the literature on Newton-like methods for the solution of nonlin-
ear complementarity problems or, closely related, bound-constrained optimization problems
posed in function spaces is very limited. Hereby, we call an iteration Newton-like if each
iteration essentially requires the solution of a linear operator equation. We point out that
in this sense sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods for problems involving in-
equality constraints [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 23, 49] are not Newton-like, since each iteration requires
the solution of a quadratic programming problem (or, put differently, a linearized general-
ized equation) which is in general significantly more expensive than solving a linear operator
equation. Therefore, instead of applying the methods considered in this paper directly to the
nonlinear problem, they also could be of interest as subproblem solvers for SQP methods.

Probably the investigations closest related to ours are the analysis of Bertsekas’ projected
Newton method by Kelley and Sachs [30], and the investigation of affine-scaling interior-
point Newton methods by Ulbrich and Ulbrich [52]. Both papers deal with bound-constrained
minimization problems in function spaces and establish the local q-superlinear convergence
of their respective Newton-like methods. In both approaches the convergence results are ob-
tained by estimating directly the remainder terms appearing in the analysis of the Newton
iteration. Hereby, specific properties of the solution are exploited, and a strict complementar-
ity condition is assumed in both papers. We develop our results for the general problem class
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(1.4) and derive the applicability to nonlinear complementarity problems as a simple, but im-
portant special case. In the context of NCPs and optimization, we do not have to assume any
strict complementarity condition. Further, we organize our analysis of Newton’s methods by
decomposing it in two parts: First, we develop a semismoothness result that replaces differ-
entiability in ordinary Newton methods. Second, an invertibility condition on the members
of the generalized differential is introduced. A detailed treatment of the application of the
results developed here to optimal control problems and numerical illustrations can be found
in the author’s paper [51]. In addition, [51] develops a convenient sufficient condition that
can be used to verify our regularity condition.

In Section 2 we review some concepts of finite-dimensional nonsmooth analysis that are
important in our context, in particular generalized differentials and semismoothness. Our
working assumptions are stated in Section 3. In Section 4 we introduce the generalized dif-
ferential �s� and investigate some of its properties. In Section 5 a semismoothness and
�-order semismoothness concept for the operator � is proposed and studied in detail. The
results are illustrated by applications to nonlinear complementarity problems. In particular,
we demonstrate the necessity of our assumptions by several (counter-) examples. In Sec-
tion 6 we propose a Newton-like method for the solution of the nonsmooth operator equation
(1.4) and use our semismoothness results to establish its q-superlinear convergence. In the
case of a �-order semismooth operator � we prove convergence of q-order � � �. Applica-
tions to NCPs are provided as illustrating examples and the computation of smoothing steps
is discussed. In Section 7 we show that under appropriate assumptions the composition of
semismooth operators is again semismooth and develop two chain rules. Finally, in Section
8, we establish some further properties of our generalized differential.

Notations. Given a Banach space Y , we denote by kkY its norm, by BY its open unit
ball, and by �BY its closed unit ball; in the special case Y � �Rn � kkp�, we prefer to write Bn

p

and �Bn
p , respectively. On a product space

Q
i Yi, we choose kyk
iYi �

P
i kykYi as norm.

L�Y�Z� denotes the Banach space of bounded linear operators from the Banach space Y to
the Banach spaceZ , equipped with the operator norm kkY�Z . By hv� wi	 we denote the dual
pairing between v � Lp�	� and w � Lp

�

�	�, �p � �p� � �. The indicator function of a
measurable set Q � 	, taking the value one on Q and zero on its complementQc � 	nQ, is
denoted by �Q. We write � for the Lebesgue measure on Rn . Given a function w � L��	�
and an operator A � L�Y�Lp�	��, we define the operator w  A � L�Y�Lp�	�� that takes
y � Y to the function � � 	 
� w����Ay����. The Fréchet derivative of an operator H is
denoted by H �. For convenience, we will write

P
i and

Q
i instead of

Pm
i�� and

Qm
i��.

2. Generalized differentials and semismoothness in finite dimensions. We begin
with an overview of the semismoothness concept in finite dimensions. Let the vector-valued
function f � Rk � R

l be given. We first collect some notions from nonsmooth analysis.
Assume that f is locally Lipschitz continuous. According to Rademacher’s theorem, the set
Uf � R

k of all points x at which f fails to be differentiable is a Lebesgue null set. Hereby, the
fact that f is a mapping between finite-dimensional spaces is crucial. Using this, generalized
Jacobians can be constructed:

DEFINITION 2.1. Let f be locally Lipschitz. We define the following generalized Jaco-
bians of f at x:

(a) The Bouligand (B-) subdifferential:

�Bf�x�
def
�
�
M � Rl�k � ��xj� � R

k n Uf � xj � x� f ��xj��M
�
�

where f � denotes the Jacobian of f .
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(b) Clarke’s generalized Jacobian is the convex hull of �Bf�x�:

�f�x�
def
� co �Bf�x��

(c) Qi’s C-subdifferential: �Cf�x�
def
� �f��x��    � �fl�x�.

�

These generalized differentials induce multifunctions �Bf� �f� �Cf � Rk � R
l . They

have the following properties:
(a) �Bf , �f , and �Cf are nonempty-, and compact-valued. Moreover, �f and �Cf are

convex-valued.
(b) The multifunctions �Bf , �f , and �Cf are upper semicontinuous. (see Definition

9.2 or [11, p. 29]).
(c) �Bf�x� � �f�x� � �Cf�x� for all x.

Based on Clarke’s generalized Jacobian, Qi [40] and Qi and Sun [42] introduced the following
notion of semismoothness:

DEFINITION 2.2. f is semismooth at x � Rk if it is locally Lipschitz and, for all h � R
k ,

the limit

lim
M��f�x�th��

h��h�t���

Mh�

exists and is finite. �

The following characterization, however, is more appropriate for our purposes:
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f be locally Lipschitz. Then f is semismooth at x if and only if

f is directionally differentiable at x and

max
M��f�x�h�

kf�x� h�� f�x��Mhk� � o�khk�� as h� �.

DEFINITION 2.4. f is �-order semismooth, � � � � �, at x � R
k if it is locally

Lipschitz, directionally differentiable at x, and if

max
M��f�x�h�

kf�x� h�� f�x��Mhk� � O
�khk����

�
as h� �.

�

It is obvious that useful semismoothness concepts can also be obtained by replacing �f
by other suitable generalized derivatives. This was investigated in a general framework by
Jeyakumar [26, 25]. He introduced the concept of ��f -semismoothness, where ��f is an
approximate Jacobian [27]. For the definition of approximate Jacobians we refer to [27];
in the sequel, it is sufficient to know that an approximate Jacobian of f � Rk 
� R

l is a
closed-valued multifunctions ��f � Rk � R

l�k and that �Bf , �f , and �Cf are approximate
Jacobians.

DEFINITION 2.5. Let f � Rk 
� R
l be continuous and let be given an approximate

Jacobian ��f of f .
(a) The function f is called weakly ��f -semismooth at x if

sup
M�co��f�x�h�

kf�x� h�� f�x��Mhk� � o�khk�� as h� �.(2.1)

(b) The function f ��f -semismooth at x if
(i) f is B-differentiable at x (e.g., locally Lipschitz near x and directionally dif-

ferentiable at x, see [46]), and

-
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(ii) f is weakly ��f -semismooth at x.
�

Note that �f -semismoothness coincides with semismoothness. Obviously, we can define
(weak) ��f -semismoothness of order � � � by requiring the order O

�khk����

�
in (2.1).

Finally, we consider a Newton-like method for the solution of the nonsmooth equation

f�x� � ��(2.2)

where f � Rk � R
k is weakly ��f -semismooth or weakly ��f -semismooth of the order

� � �, respectively, at the solution �x. For this system of equations, Newton-like methods
were developed that converge locally q-superlinearly [25, 39, 40, 42], see also [32, 33]. A
representative result is the following.

PROPOSITION 2.6. Denote by �x � Rk a solution of 2.2 and let the initial point x� � Rk
be given. Consider the following Newton-like iteration:

For j � �� �� �� � � � , choose Mj � ��f�xj� and compute xj�� � xj � sj , where

Mjsj � �f�xj��
Assume that

(a) f is weakly ��f -semismooth �or weakly ��f -semismooth of the order � � �� at �x.
(b) There exist � � � and C � � such that, for all x � �x� �Bk

� , every M � ��f�x� is
nonsingular with

��M��
��
�
� C �Regularity assumption�.

Then there exists � � � such that for all x� � �x� �Bk
� the above iteration either terminates

with xj � �x or generates a sequence �xj� that converges q-superlinearly �or with q-order
� � �� to �x.

REMARK 2.7. In many cases, the approximate Jacobian is upper semicontinuous and
compact-valued, in particular if �Bf , �f , or �Cf are used. Then it is easy to show that the
regularity condition 2.6 (b) is already satisfied if all M � ��f��x� are nonsingular. �

3. Assumptions. In the rest of the paper, we will impose the following assumptions on
F and �:

ASSUMPTION 3.1. There are � � r � ri � qi � �, � � i � m, such that
(a) The operator F � Y �Q

i L
ri�	� is continuously Fréchet differentiable.

(b) The mapping y � Y 
� F �y� � Qi L
qi�	� is locally Lipschitz continuous, i.e., for

all y � Y there exists an open neighborhoodU � U�y� and a constantLF � LF �U�
such thatX

i
kFi�y��� Fi�y��kLqi � LF ky� � y�kY for all y�� y� � U .

(c) The function � � Rm � R is Lipschitz continuous of rank L� � �, i.e.,

j��x��� ��x��j � L� kx� � x�k� for all x�� x� � R
m ,

(d) � is semismooth.
�

REMARK 3.2. Since by assumption the domain 	 is bounded, we have the continuous
imbedding Lq�	� � Lp�	� whenever � � p � q � �. �

For semismoothness of order � � we will strengthen the Assumptions 3.1 as follows:
ASSUMPTION 3.3. As Assumption 3.1, but with (a) and (d) replaced with:
There exists � � ��� � such that
(a�) The operator F � Y �Q

i L
ri�	� is �-order Hölder continuously Fréchet differen-

tiable.
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(d�) � is �-order semismooth.
�

Note that for the special case Y �
Q

i L
qi�	� and F � idY we have

� � y � Y 
� ��y��

and it is easily seen that the Assumptions 3.1 or 3.3, respectively, reduce to (c) and (d) or (c)
and (d�), respectively.

Under the Assumptions 3.1, the operator � defined in (1.2) is well defined and locally
Lipschitz continuous.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let the Assumptions 3.1 hold. Then for all � � q � qi, � � i � m,
and thus in particular for q � r, the operator � defined in (1.2) maps Y locally Lipschitz
continuous into Lq�	�.

Proof. Using Lemma 9.1, we first prove ��Y � � Lq�	�, which follows from

k��y�kLq �
����F �y����

Lq
� k����kLq �

����F �y��� ����
��
Lq

� cq���	�j����j� L�
X

i
kFi�y�kLq

� cq���	�j����j� L�
X

i
cq�qi�	� kFi�y�kLqi �

To establish the local Lipschitz continuity, denote by LF the local Lipschitz constant in As-
sumption 3.1 (b) on the set U and let y�� y� � U be arbitrary. Then, again by Lemma 9.1,

k��y�����y��kLq � L�
X

i
kFi�y��� Fi�y��kLq

� L�
X

i
cq�qi�	� kFi�y��� Fi�y��kLqi

� L�LF

�
max
��i�m

cq�qi�	�

�
ky� � y�kY �

4. An infinite-dimensional generalized differential. For the development of a semis-
moothness concept for the operator � defined in (1.2) we have to choose an appropriate
generalized differential. As we already mentioned in the introduction, our aim is to work
with a differential that is as closely connected to finite dimensional generalized Jacobians as
possible. Hence, we will propose a generalized differential �s� in such a way that its natural
finite-dimensional discretization is Qi’s C-subdifferential.

Our construction is motivated by a formal pointwise application of the chain rule. In fact,
suppose for the moment that the operator y � Y 
� F �y� � C��	�m be strictly differentiable,
where C��	� denotes the space of continuous functions equipped with the max-norm. Then
for fixed � � 	 the function f � y 
� F �y���� is strictly differentiable with derivative
f ��y� � L�Y�Rm�,

f ��y� � v 
� �
F ��y�v

�
����

The chain rule for generalized gradients [11, Thm. 2.3.10] applied to the real-valued mapping
y 
� ��y���� � �

�
f�y�

�
yields

�
�
��y����

� � ��
�
f�y�

� � f ��y� �
�
g � Y �

					 hg� vi �
P

i di���
�
F �i �y�v

�
����

d��� � ��
�
F �y����

�


�(4.1)

D 
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Furthermore, we can replace ’�’ by ’�’ if � is regular (e.g., convex or concave) or if the linear
operator f ��y� is onto, see [11, Thm. 2.3.10]. Inspired by the idea of the finite-dimensional
C-subdifferential, our aim is to define the generalized differential �s��y� in such a way that
for all M � �s��y�, the linear form v 
� �Mv���� is contained in the set on the right hand
side of (4.1).

Following the above motivation, and returning to the general setting of Assumption 3.1,
we define the generalized differential �s��y� in such a way that for all M � �s��y�, the
linear form v 
� �Mv���� is an element of the right hand side in (4.1):

DEFINITION 4.1 (Generalized differential �s�). Let the Assumptions 3.1 hold. For �
as defined in (1.2) we define the generalized differential �s� � Y � L�Y�Lr�,

�s��y�
def
�

�
M � L�Y�Lr�

					M � v 
�P
i di 

�
F �i �y�v

�
�

d measurable selection of ��
�
F �y�

�


�(4.2)

�

REMARK 4.2. The subscript ’s’ is chosen to indicate that this generalized differential is
designed for superposition operators. �

The generalized differential �s��y� is nonempty. To show this, we first prove:
LEMMA 4.3. Let the Assumption 3.1 (a) hold and let d � L��	�m be arbitrary. Then

the operator

M � v � Y 
�
X

i
di 

�
F �i �y�v

�
is an element of L�Y�Lr� and

kMkY�Lr �
X

i
cr�ri�	� kdikL� kF �i �y�kY�Lri �(4.3)

Proof. By Assumption 3.1 (a) and Lemma 9.1

kMvkLr �
���X

i
di 

�
F �i �y�v

����
Lr
�
X

i
kdikL� kF �i �y�vkLr

�
�X

i
cr�ri�	� kdikL� kF �i �y�kY�Lri

�
kvkY for all v � Y ,

which shows that (4.3) holds and M � L�Y�Lr�.
In a next step, we show that the multifunction

��
�
F �y�

�
� � � 	 
� ��

�
F �y����

� � R
m

is measurable (see Definition 9.3 or [44, p. 160]).
LEMMA 4.4. Any closed-valued, upper semicontinuous multifunction � � Rk � R

l is
Borel measurable.

Proof. Let C � R
l be compact. We show that ����C� is closed. To this end, let

xk � ����C� be arbitrary with xk � x�. Then there exist zk � ��xk� � C , and, due to
the compactness of C , we achieve by transition to a subsequence that zk � z� � C . Since
xk � x�, upper semicontinuity yields that there exist �zk � ��x�� with �zk � �zk� � �
and thus �zk � z�. Therefore, since ��x�� is closed, we obtain z� � ��x�� � C . Hence,
x� � ����C�, which proves that ����C� is closed and therefore a Borel set.

COROLLARY 4.5. The multifunction ��
�
F �y�

�
� 	� R is measurable.

0 

0 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.4, the compact-valued and upper semicontinuous multifunction ��
is Borel measurable. Now, for all closed sets C � R

m , we have, setting u � F �y� �Q
i L

ri�	�,

��
�
F �y�

���
�C� � u��

�
�����C�

�
�

This set is measurable, since �����C� is a Borel set and u is a (class of equivalent) measur-
able function(s).

The next result is a direct consequence of Lipschitz continuity, see [11, 2.1.2].
LEMMA 4.6. Under Assumption 3.1 (c) holds ���x� � ��L� � L� m for all x � Rm .
Combining this with Corollary 4.5 yields:
LEMMA 4.7. Let the Assumptions 3.1 hold. Then for all y � Y , the set

K�y� �
�
d � 	� R

m � d measurable selection of ��
�
F �y�

��
(4.4)

is a nonempty subset of L� �Bm
L� � L��	�m.

Proof. By the Theorem on Measurable Selections [44, Cor. 1C] and Corollary 4.5,
��
�
F �y�

�
admits at least one measurable selection d � 	� R

m , i.e.,

d��� � ��
�
F �y����

�
a.e. on 	.

From Lemma 4.6 follows d � L� �Bm
L� .

We now can prove:
PROPOSITION 4.8. Under the Assumptions 3.1, for all y � Y the generalized differential

�s��y� is nonempty and bounded in L�Y�Lr�.
Proof. Lemma 4.7 ensures that there exist measurable selections d of ��

�
F �y�

�
and that

all these d are contained in L� �Bm
L� . Hence, Lemma 4.3 shows that

M � v 
�
X

i
di 

�
F �i �y�v

�
is in L�Y�Lr�. The boundedness of �s��y� follows from (4.3).

We now have everything at hand to introduce a semismoothness concept that is based on
the generalized differential �s�. We postpone the investigation of further properties of �s�
to the Sections 7 and 8. There, we will establish chain rules, the convex-valuedness, weak
compact-valuedness, and the weak graph closedness of �s�.

5. Semismoothness in function spaces. In this section, we develop a semismoothness
concept for the operator � defined in (1.2). Our notion of semismoothness is similar to
Jeyakumar’s weak semismoothness in Definition 2.5 (a). In place of the finite-dimensional
approximate Jacobian we work with the generalized differential �s�. Since we will show in
Theorem 8.1 that �s� is convex and closed (even compact) in the weak operator topology,
there is no need of taking the closed convex hull of �s� as is done in (2.1).

DEFINITION 5.1. The operator � is semismooth at y � Y if

sup
M��s��y�s�

k��y � s����y��MskLr � o�kskY � as s� � in Y �(5.1)

� is �-order semismooth, � � � � �, at y � Y if

sup
M��s��y�s�

k��y � s����y��MskLr � O
�ksk���Y

�
as s� � in Y �(5.2)

�

D 

D 

D 
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This definition is easily extended to general operators between Banach spaces. Of course,
an appropriate generalized differential must be available. In this paper, we only deal with the
superposition operator � and thus we dispense with a more general definition of semismooth-
ness.

In the following main theorem we establish the semismoothness and the �-order semis-
moothness, respectively, of the operator �.

THEOREM 5.2.
(a) Under the Assumptions 3.1, the operator � is semismooth.
(b) Let the Assumptions 3.3 hold. Assume that there exists � � � such that the set

	� �


� � max

khk���

�
�
�
F �y����� h

�� ��� khk����

�
� �

�
� � � ��

with the residual function � � Rm � R
m � R given by

��x� h� � max
zT����x�h�

j��x� h�� ��x�� zThj�

has the following decrease property:

��	�� � O���� as �� ��,(5.3)

Then the operator � is �-order semismooth with

� � min


��

� � �q�
�

���

�� ��

�
� where

q� � min
��i�m

qi� � �
q� � r

q�r
if q� ��, � �

�

r
if q� ��.

(5.4)

The proof of this theorem will be presented in Section 5.1.
REMARK 5.3. Condition 5.3 requires the measurability of the set 	�, which will be

verified in the proof. �

REMARK 5.4. As we will see in Lemma 5.6, it would be sufficient to require only the
�-order Hölder continuity of F � in Assumption 3.3 (a�) with � � � as defined in (5.4). �

It might be helpful to give an explanation of the abstract condition (5.3) here. For con-
venient notation, let x � F �y����. Due to the �-order semismoothness of � provided by
Assumption 3.3, we have �

�
x� h

�
� O

�khk����

�
as h � �. In essence, 	� is the set of all

� � 	 where there exists h � � �Bm
� for which this asymptotic behavior is not yet observed,

because the remainder term �
�
x� h

�
exceeds khk���� by a factor of at least ���, which grows

infinitely as � � �. From the continuity of the Lebesgue measure it is clear that ��	��� �
as � � �. The decrease condition (5.3) essentially states that the measure of the set 	�

where F �y� takes ’bad values’, i.e., values at which the radius of small residual is very small,
decreases with the rate �� .

The following Example 5.5 demonstrates the applicability of Theorem 5.2 to nonlinear
complementarity problems. It also provides a very concrete interpretation of condition (5.3).

EXAMPLE 5.5 (Application to NCPs). The reformulation of nonlinear complementarity
problems (1.5) in the form (1.6) leads to an important special case of the operator equations
(1.4) under consideration. Let the operator Z � Lp�	�� Lr�	�, � � r � p � �, arising in
the NCP be given. We choose Y � Lp�	�, set r� � r� � r, and define

F � y � Y 
� �
y� Z�y�

� � Lr��	�� Lr��	��

Then (1.6) is equivalent to (1.4) with � � 	. Assume that
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(a) The operator Z � Lp�	�� Lr�	� is continuously Fréchet differentiable.
(b) There is q � �r�� such that Z � Lp�	�� Lq�	� is locally Lipschitz continuous.
(c) 	 is Lipschitz continuous.
(d) 	 is semismooth.

Then the Assumptions 3.1 are satisfied with q� � p and q� � q. In fact, (a) and the continuous
embedding Lp�	� � Lr�	� imply 3.1 (a). Further, (b) and the Lipschitz continuity of the
identity u � Lp�	� 
� u � Lp�	� yield 3.1(b). Finally, (c),(d) implies 3.1 (c),(d). Therefore,
we can apply Theorem 5.2 and obtain that 
 is semismooth:

sup
M��s��y�s�

k
�y � s�� 
�y��MskLr � o�kskLp� as s� � in Lp�	��(5.5)

Further, we have for all M � �s
�u� and v � Y

Mv � d�v � d� 
�
Z ��y�v

�
�(5.6)

where d � L��	�� is a measurable selection of �	
�
y� Z�y�

�
.

In Section 1 we introduced the optimal control problem (1.8) and showed how it can be
converted to an equivalent NCP by setting w � � � y and choosing Z�y� � �rJ�� � y�.
Under mild assumptions on the smoothness of the boundary of 	 given data it was shown in
[51] that there exists p � � such that the unique solution �y � �� �w of the NCP lies in Lp�	�
and that the operator Z satisfies the above assumptions (a), (b) with q � p and r � �.

In the rest of this example we focus on semismoothness of order � � �. As above we
see that Assumption 3.3 holds if instead of (a) and (d) we require

(a�) The operator Z � Lp�	�� Lr�	� is �-Hölder continuously Fréchet differentiable.
(d�) 	 is �-order semismooth.

If also condition (5.3) is satisfied, we can apply Theorem 5.2 to derive the �-order semis-
moothness of 
.

Once we have chosen a particular NCP-function, condition (5.3) can be made very con-
crete. We discuss this for the Fischer–Burmeister function 	 � 	FB , which is Lipschitz
continuous and 1-order semismooth, and thus satisfies Assumptions 3.3 (c) and (d�) with
� � �. Further, this function is C� on R� n f�g with derivatives

r	�x� � x

kxk�
�
�
�
�

�
� r�	�x� �

�

kxk��

�
x�� �x�x�

�x�x� x��

�
�

The eigenvalues ofr�	�x� are 0 and kxk��� . In particular, we see that
��r�	�x�

��
�
� kxk���

explodes as x� �. If � � �x� x� h, then Taylor expansion of 	�x� about x� h yields with
appropriate � � ��� �

��x� h� � j	�x� h�� 	�x��r	�x� h�Thj � �

�
jhTr�	�x� �h�hj � khk��

� kx� �hk�
�

Further, ���� h� � �, ��x� �� � �. Our aim is to show that (5.3) is equivalent to the condition

� �f� � kF �y�k� � �g� � O���� as �� �.(5.7)

Obviously, this follows easily when we have established the following relation:

f� � kF �y�k� � �g � 	� �
n
� � kF �y�k� �

�
� � ���	�

�
�
o
�(5.8)
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To show the first inclusion in (5.8), let � be such that x � F �y���� satisfies � � kxk� � �

and choose h � �tx, where t � ���
p
�� is such that khk� � �. Then a straightforward

calculation yields

��x� h� � � kxk� �
p
� kxk� �

p
�

t
khk� � khk� � ��� khk�� �

This implies � � 	� and thus proves the first inclusion.
To show the second inclusion in (5.8), let u � F �y�. If u��� � � then certainly � � 	�,

since then �
�
u���� � � �. If on the other hand ku���k� �

�
� � ���	�

�
� then we have for

all h � � �B�
�

�
�
u���� h

� � khk��
� ku��� � �hk�

� khk��p
� ku��� � �hk�

� ��� khk�� �

and thus � � 	�.
Having established the equivalence of (5.3) and (5.7), the meaning of (5.3) becomes

apparent: The set f� � kF �y�k� � �g on which the decrease rate in measure is assumed is
the set of all � where strict complementarity holds, but is less than �, i.e., � � jy���j �
jZ�y����j � �. In a neighborhood of these points the curvature of 	 is very large since��r�	

�� is big. This requires that jF �y � s���� � F �y����j must be very small in order to
have a sufficiently small residual �

�
F �y����� F �y� s����� F �y����

�
.

We stress that a violation of strict complementarity, i.e., y��� � Z�y���� � � does not
cause any problems since then ��F �y����� � � ���� � � �. �

5.1. Proof of Theorem 5.2. We can simplify the analysis by exploiting the following
fact.

LEMMA 5.6. Let the Assumptions 3.1 hold and suppose that the operator

� � u �
Y

i
Lqi�	� 
� ��u� � Lr�	�

is semismooth. Then the operator � � Y � Lr�	� defined in (1.2) is also semismooth. Fur-
ther, if the Assumptions 3.3 hold and� is �-order semismooth then� is �-order semismooth.

Proof. We first observe that, given any M � �s��y� s�, there is M � �s�
�
F �y� s�

�
such that M � MF

��y � s�. In fact, there exists a measurable selection d � L��	�m of
����� such that M �

P
i di F �i �y�s�, and obviouslyM � v 
�P

i divi yields an element
of �s�

�
F �y� s�

�
with the desired property. A more general chain rule will be established in

Theorem 7.2.
Setting u � F �y�, v � F �y � s�� F �y�, and w � F �y � s�, we have

sup
M��s��y�s�

k��y � s����y��MskLr

� sup
M���s�w�

k��w�� ��u��MF
��y � s�skLr

� sup
M���s�w�

k��w�� ��u��MvkLr

� sup
M���s�w�

��M

�
F �y � s�� F �y�� F ��y � s�s

���
Lr

def
� � � �MF �

By the local Lipschitz continuity of F and the semismoothness of �, we obtain

� � o�kvk
iLqi � � o�kskY � as s� � in Y .
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Further, since d � L� �Bm
L� by Lemma 4.7, we have by Assumption 3.1 (a)

k�MF kLr � L�
X

i
kFi�y � s�� Fi�y�� F �i �y � s�skLr

� L�
X

i
cr�ri�	� kFi�y � s�� Fi�y�� F �i �y � s�skLri

� o�kskY � as s� � in Y .

This proves the first result.
Now let the Assumptions 3.3 hold and � be �-order semismooth. Then � and �MF are

both of the order O
�ksk���Y

�
, which implies the second assertion.

For the proof of Theorem 5.2 we need, as a technical intermediate result, the Borel
measurability of the function

� � Rm � R
m � R� ��x� h� � max

zT����x�h�
j��x� h�� ��x�� zThj�(5.9)

We prove this by showing that � is upper semicontinuous. Readers familiar with this type of
results might want to skip the proof of Lemma 5.7.

Recall that a function f � Rl � R is upper semicontinuous at x if

lim sup
x��x

f�x�� � f�x��

Equivalently, f is upper semicontinuous if and only if fx � f�x� � ag is closed for all a � R.
LEMMA 5.7. Let f � �x� z� � Rl�Rm 
� R be upper semicontinuous. Moreover, let the

multifunction � � Rl � R
m be upper semicontinuous and compact-valued. Then the function

g � Rl � R� g�x� � max
z���x�

f�x� z��

is well-defined and upper semicontinuous.
Proof. For x � Rl , let �zk� � ��x� be such that

lim
k��

f�x� zk� � sup
z���x�

f�x� z��

Since ��x� is compact, we may assume that zk � z��x� � ��x�. Now, by upper semiconti-
nuity of f ,

f
�
x� z��x�

� � lim sup
k��

f�x� zk� � sup
z���x�

f�x� z� � f
�
x� z��x�

�
�

Thus, g is well-defined and there exists z� � Rl � R
m with g�x� � f

�
x� z��x�

�
.

We now prove the upper semicontinuity of g at x. Let �xk� � R
l tend to x in such a way

that

lim
k��

g�xk� � lim sup
x��x

g�x���

and set zk � z��xk� � ��xk�. By the upper semicontinuity of � there exists ��zk� � ��x�
with ��zk � zk�� � as k ��.

Since ��x� is compact, a subsequence can be selected such that the sequence ��zk�, and
thus �zk�, converges to some �z � ��x�. Now, using that f is upper semicontinuous and
�z � ��x�,

lim sup
x��x

g�x�� � lim
k��

g�xk� � lim
k��

f�xk� zk� � lim sup
k��

f�xk� zk� � f�x� �z� � g�x��

D 
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Therefore, g is upper semicontinuous at x.
LEMMA 5.8. Let � � Rm � R be locally Lipschitz continuous. Then the function �

defined in (5.9) is well-defined and upper semicontinuous.
Proof. Since �� is upper semicontinuous and compact-valued, the multifunction

�x� h� � Rm � R
m 
� ���x � h�

is upper semicontinuous and compact-valued as well. Further, the mapping

�x� h� z� 
� j��x � h�� ��x�� zThj
is continuous, and we may apply Lemma 5.7, which yields the assertion.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. By Lemma 5.6, it suffices to prove the semismoothness (of order
�) of the operator

� � u �
Y

i
Lqi�	� 
� ��u� � Lr�	��

(a) Semismoothness: In Lemma 5.8 we showed that the function

� � Rm � R
m � R� ��x� h� � max

zT����x�h�
j��x� h�� ��x�� zThj�

is upper semicontinuous and thus Borel measurable. Hence, for u� v � Qi L
ri�	�, the func-

tion ��u� v� is measurable. We define the measurable function

a �
��u� v�

kvk� � �fv��g
�

Since �
�
u���� v���

�
� � whenever v��� � �, we obtain

��u� v� � a kvk� �
Furthermore,

a��� �
�
�
u���� v���

�
kv���k� � �fv��g���

�
o
�kv���k��

kv���k� � �fv��g���
� � as v���� �.(5.10)

Due to the Lipschitz continuity of �, we have

��x� h� � �L� khk� �(5.11)

which implies a � �L� �BL� .
Now let �vk� tend to zero in the space

Q
i L

qi�	� and set ak � ajv�vk . Then every
subsequence of �vk� contains itself a subsequence �vk�� such that vk� � � a.e. on 	. By
(5.10), this implies ak� � � a.e. on 	. Since �ak�� is bounded in L��	�, we conclude

lim
k���

kak�kLt � � for all t � �����.

Hence, in Lt�	�, � � t � �, zero is an accumulation point of every subsequence of �ak�.
This proves ak � � in all spaces Lt�	�, � � t ��.

Since the sequence �vk�, vk � �, was arbitrary, we thus have proven that for all � � t �
� holds

kakLt � � as kvk
iLqi � ��

D 

D 
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Now we can use Hölder’s inequality to obtain

k��u� v�kLr�	� �
X

i
kavikLr �

X
i
kakLpi kvikLqi

� � max
��i�m

kakLpi
� kvk
iLqi � o

�kvk
iLqi � as kvk
iLqi � �,
(5.12)

where pi �
qir
qi�r

if qi � � and pi � r if qi � �. Note that here we exploited the fact that
r � qi. This proves the semismoothness of �.

(b) Semismoothness of order �: We now suppose that the Assumptions 3.3 and, in addi-
tion, (5.3) hold. First, note that for fixed � � � the function

�x� h� � R
m � R

m 
� ��x� h�� ��� khk����

is upper semicontinuous and that the multifunction

x � Rm 
� � �Bm
�

is compact-valued and upper semicontinuous. Hence, by Lemma 5.7, the function

x � Rm 
� max
khk���

�
��x� h�� ��� khk����

�

is upper semicontinuous and therefore Borel measurable. This proves the measurability of
the set 	� appearing in (5.3). For � � � and � � � � � we define the set

	
� �
n
� � �

�
u���� v���

�
� ��
 kv���k��
�

o
�

and observe that

	
� � 	� � fkvk� � �g def
� 	� � 	���

In fact, let � � 	
� be arbitrary. The nontrivial case is kv���k� � �. We then obtain for
h � v���

�
�
u���� h

�
� ��
 khk��
� � ������
 khk��
� � ��� khk��
� khk��
� � ��� khk���� �

and thus, since khk� � �,

max
khk���

�
�
�
u���� h

�� ��� khk����

�
� ��

showing that � � 	�.
In the case q� � min

��i�m
qi �� we derive the estimate

��	��� � � �fkvk� � �g� � ����� kvk���q�Lq� �	���
� ��q�

�
max
i

cq��qi�	
�
��
�q� kvkq�
iLqi � ��q�O

�kvkq�
iLqi � �
If we choose � � kvk�
iLqi , � � � � �, then

��	
�� � ��	�� � ��	��� � O
�
kvk��
iLqi

�
�O

�
kvk�����q�
iLqi

�
�

--
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This estimate is also true in the case q� �� since then ��	��� � � as soon as kvk
iLqi � �.
This can be seen by noting that then for a.a. � � 	 holds

kv���k� � kkvk�kL� � kvk
iLqi � kvk�
iLqi � ��

Introducing � � q��r
q�r

if q� � � and � � �r, otherwise, for all � � � � �, we obtain,
using (5.11) and Lemma 9.1

k��u� v�kLr�	��� � k�L� kvk�kLr�	��� � �L�cr�q��	
�� kvkLq� �	���m
� �L���	
��

� kvkLq� �	���m
� O

�
kvk�����
iLqi

�
�O

�
kvk��������q�
iLqi

�
�

(5.13)

Again, we have used here the fact that r � q� � qi, which allowed us to take advantage of
the smallness of the set 	
�.

Finally, on 	c

�, �� � ��r � q�, � � � � �, holds with our choice � � kvk�
iLqi

k��u� v�kLr�	c��� �
�����
 kvk��
�

���
Lr�	c���

� cr� q�
���

�	c

�� kvk�
�
iLqi

kvk��
Lq� �	c
��
�m

� O
�
kvk��
�����
iLqi

�
�

Therefore,

k��u� v�kLr � O
�
kvk�����
iLqi

�
�O

�
kvk��������q�
iLqi

�
�O

�
kvk��
�����
iLqi

�
�

We now choose � � � � � and � � � with � � �, �� � ��r � q� in such a way that the
order of the right hand side is maximized. In the case �� � ��r � q� the minimum of all
three exponents is maximized for the choice � � q��r

r � �q� and � � q�
��q�

. Then all three
exponents are equal to � � ��q�

��q�
and thus

k��u� v�kLr � O

�
kvk��

��q�
��q�


iLqi

�
�(5.14)

If, on the other hand, �� � ��r � q� then the third exponent is smaller than the second one
for all � � � � � and � � � � �. Further, it is not difficult to see that under these constraints
the first and third exponent become maximal for � � � and � � �

���� and attain the value
� � ���

���� . Hence,

k��u� v�kLr � O
�
kvk��

���
����


iLqi

�
�(5.15)

Combining (5.14) and (5.15) proves the �-order semismoothness of � with � as in (5.4). �

5.2. Illustrations. In this section we give two examples to illustrate the above analysis
by pointing out the necessity of the main assumptions and by showing that the derived results
cannot be improved in several respects.

In order to prevent our examples from being too academical, we will not work with the
simplest choices possible. Rather, we will throughout use reformulations of NCPs based on
the Fischer–Burmeister function.

The examples address the following items:
� Example 5.9 shows the necessity of the norm gap between Lqi - and Lr-norm.
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� Example 5.10 discusses the sharpness of our order of semismoothness � in Theorem
5.2 for varying values of �.

At the indicated places (5.12) and (5.13) in the above proof we needed the gap between the
Lr- and Lqi -norms in order to apply Hölder’s inequality. The following example illustrates
that Theorem 5.2 does in general not hold if we drop the condition ri � qi in the Assumptions
3.1.

EXAMPLE 5.9 (Necessity of the norm gap r � qi). We return to the setting of NCPs
as described in Example 5.5. Under the assumptions stated there, we obtain from Theorem
5.2 that the estimate (5.5) holds, where � � r � q � �. Our aim here is to show that the
requirement r � q is indispensable in the sense that in general (5.5) is violated for r � q.

As we will see in Section 6, the estimate (5.5) at a solution y of the NCP is the main tool
for proving fast local convergence of Newton’s method. Hence, we will construct a simple
NCP with a unique solution for which (5.5) fails to hold whenever r � q. Hereby, we use
the Fischer–Burmeister NCP-function 	FB defined in (1.7) for the reformulation (1.6) of the
NCP.

Let � � p � � be arbitrary, choose 	 � ��� ��, and set

F �y���� � y��� � ��

Obviously, �y � � is the unique solution of the NCP. Choosing q � p, 	 � 	FB , and
� � �, the Assumptions in Example 1.5—and hence also the Assumption 3.3— are satisfied
for all r � ��� p�. To show that the requirement r � p is really necessary to obtain the
semismoothness of 
 we will investigate the residual

R�s����
def
� 
��y � s�� 
��y��Ms� M � �s
��y � s��(5.16)

at �y � � with s � L��	�, s � �, s �� �. Our aim is to show that for all r � ���� holds

kR�s�kLr � o�kskLp� as s� � in L� �	 r � p�(5.17)

A straightforward calculation yields (note that 	 is smooth on R� n f�g)

jR�s����j � � � ��s��� � ��p
�s���� � �s���� � ��

�

Now let � � � � �. For the special choice s�
def
� �������, i.e., s���� � � for � � ��� �� and

s���� � �, otherwise, we obtain

ks�kLp � �
p��
p �� � p ���� ks�kL� � ��

In particular, s� � � in L� as �� �. For � � � � � holds

jR�s�����j � �

�
�� sup

�t�

� � tp
� � �t� t�

�
�

�� �
p
�

�
� � �

��
�

Hence, kR�s��kL� � �

��
� ks�kLp

��
, and for all r � �p���

kR�s��kLr �
�

��

�Z �

�

�rd�

� �
r

�
�
r��
r

���r � ��
�
r

� ks�kLp
���r� ��

�
r

�

Therefore, (5.17) is proven. This shows that in (5.5) the norm on the left must be stronger
than on the right. �
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Next, we show that, at least in the case q� � �� � ��r, the order of our semismoothness
result is sharp. By showing this for varying values of �, we also observe that decreasing
values of � reduce the maximum order of semismoothness exactly as stated in Theorem 5.2.
Hence, our result does not overestimate the role of �.

EXAMPLE 5.10 (Order of semismoothness and its dependence on �). We consider the
following NCP, which generalizes the one in Example 5.9: Let � � p � � be arbitrary, set
	 � ��� ��, and choose

F �y���� � y��� � ��� � � ��

Obviously, �y � � is the unique solution of the NCP. Choosing q � p, 	 � 	FB , and
� � �, the Assumptions in Example 1.5—and hence also Assumption 3.3— are satisfied for
all r � ��� p�.

From F ��y���� � ��� ��� follows that � � �� is the maximum value for which condi-
tion (5.7), and thus the equivalent condition (5.3), is satisfied.

With the residual R�s� as defined in (5.16) we obtain

jR�s����j � �� � ���s��� � ���p
�s���� � �s����� � ���

�

For � � ��� �� and s�
def
� �������� we have

ks�kLp � �
p	��
p �� � p ���� ks�kL� � ���

Further, for � � � � � holds

jR�s�����j � ��
�
�� sup

�t�

� � tp
� � �t� t�

�
�

�� �
p
�

�
�� � ��

��
�

Hence, for all r � ��� p�

kR�s��kLr �
�

��

�Z �

�

�r�d�

� �
r

�
�
r	��
r

���r� � ��
�
r

� ks�k
pr	�p
pr	�r

Lp

���r� � ��
�
r

�
ks�k

�� ��
���
q�

Lp

���r� � ��
�
r

with q� � p � q, � � �� and � as in (5.4). This shows that the value of � given in Theorem
5.2 is sharp for all values of � (and thus �) at least as long as q� � �� � ��r, which in the
current setting can be written as p � �� � ��r. �

We think that in the case q� � �����r our value of � could still be slightly improved by
splitting 	 in more than the two parts 	
� and 	c


� by choosing different values �k for � that
correspond to different powers of kvk
iLqi . In order to keep the analysis as clear as possible,
we did not pursue this idea any further in th current paper.

6. Semismooth Newton Method. We now apply the developed semismoothness results
to derive a superlinearly convergent Newton-type method for the solution of the nonsmooth
operator equation

��y� � �(6.1)

with � as defined in (1.2). Throughout this chapter, let �y � Y denote a solution to (6.1). We
impose the following regularity condition on �s�:

ASSUMPTION 6.1. There exist a Banach space Y� � Y (Y continuously imbedded)
and positive constants �, CM�� such that, for all y � �y � �BY , every M � �s��u� can be
extended to an invertible operator M � L�Y�� Lr� with

��M��
��
Lr�Y�

� CM�� . �
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EXAMPLE 6.2 (Application to NCP). In the following, we want to discuss why the
introduction of the additional space Y� is of importance. To this end, we consider the re-
formulation of the NCP (1.5) in the form (1.6) as described in Example 5.5. Recall that the
operators M � �s
�y� assume the form (5.6). Now define 	� � f� � 	 � d���� � �g.
Then for almost all � � 	� holds

�Mv���� � d����v����

This shows that (i) M can only be expected to be invertible (between appropriate spaces)
if d� �� � on 	�, and (ii) Mv is in general not more regular (in the Lp-sense) than v and
vice versa. Therefore, it is not appropriate to assume that M � L�Y�Lr� is invertible as the
norm on Y � Lp is stronger than on Lr. However, it is reasonable to assume that M is an
Lr-automorphism. This leads to the regularity assumption 6.1 with Y� � Lr�	�, which can
be verified to hold for many NCPs arising in practice, see [51]. In [51] a sufficient condition
for regularity is established that is widely applicable and easy to apply. �

Being aware of the potential gap between Y�- and Y -norm, we propose the following
Newton method for the solution of (6.1). The algorithm includes a smoothing step to over-
come the discrepancy of norms, which will be discussed in Section 6.1.

ALGORITHM 6.3 (Semismooth Newton Method).
0. Choose an initial point y� � Y sufficiently close to a solution �y � Y of (6.1). Fix

CS � � and set k � �.
1. If ��yk� � � then stop with solution yk.
2. Compute Mk � �s��yk�, determine sk � Y� by solving

Mksk � ���yk��

and set ynk�� � yk � sk.
3. Perform a smoothing step:

ynk�� � Y � 
� yk�� � Y such that kyk�� � �ykY � CS
��ynk�� � �y

��
Y�
�

4. Increment k by one and go to Step 1.
�

The local convergence proof for Algorithm 6.3 will clarify the role of the smoothing step.
THEOREM 6.4. Let the Assumptions 3.1 and 6.1 hold. Then there exists � � � such that

for all y� � �y � �BY Algorithm 6.3 is well defined and either terminates with a solution yk
of (6.1) or generates a sequence �yk� � Y that converges q-superlinearly to �y.

Under the stronger Assumptions 3.3 the rate of convergence is of q-order � � � with
� � � given in (5.4).

Proof. Let yk � �y � �BY with � � ��� � sufficiently small. Then, by Assumption 6.1,
the step sk is well defined. Furthermore, using Assumption 6.1, ���y� � �, and Theorem 5.2
gives, as � � �,��ynk�� � �y

��
Y�

�
��yk �M��

k ��yk�� �y
��
Y�

�
��M��

k

�
Mk�yk � �y����yk�

���
Y�

� ��M��
k

��
Lr�Y�

k����yk��Mk��y � yk�kLr
� CM�� k���y����yk��Mk��y � yk�kLr � o�kyk � �ykY ��

(6.2)

and thus, due to the properties of the smoothing step,

kyk�� � �ykY � CS
��ynk�� � �y

��
Y�

� o�kyk � �ykY ��
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We conclude: If � is sufficiently small and y� � �y��BY , then inductively, as long as yk �� �,
the new point yk�� is well defined and yk�� � �y � �BY . Furthermore,

kyk�� � �ykY � o�kyk � �ykY ��
This establishes the q-superlinear convergence.

Under Assumption 3.3 we can strengthen (6.2) to��ynk�� � �y
��
Y�

� O
�kyk � �yk��
Y

�
as k ��,

where � is given by (5.4). Hence, using the properties of the smoothing step,

kyk�� � �ykY � O
�kyk � �yk��
Y

�
as k ��,

which proves convergence with q-order � � �.

6.1. Remarks on smoothing steps. The Examples 5.9 and 6.2 demonstrate that the
incorporation of a smoothing step into the Newton method can not be avoided. However,
since the smoothing step is only needed in pathological cases, it well might happen—and
this turns out to be quite common in practice—that these bad situations do not occur very
often. Since the design of smoothing steps is by no means trivial and its computation usually
requires at least an additional evaluation of F , it would be valuable to have criteria at hand
that indicate if a smoothing step is needed or not. The underlying idea is to run the algorithm
without smoothing step unless the indicator tells us that a smoothing is required. In the
following we discuss several aspects of this issue.

1. If the norms on Y� and Y are equivalent, then no smoothing step is needed, i.e., yk�� �
ynk�� can be chosen for all k.
2. If in the kth iteration holds��ynk�� � �y

��
Y
� CS

��ynk�� � �y
��
Y�
�(6.3)

then the smoothing step can be skipped, i.e., yk�� � ynk�� can be chosen. However, since �y
is not available, this condition can not be checked at runtime.
3. We now derive a condition that necessarily holds if a smoothing step may be skipped. To
this end, assume that ynk�� satisfies (6.3) and that yk satisfies the smoothness condition

kyk � �ykY � CS kyk � �ykY� �(6.4)

Then, as shown in the proof of Theorem 6.4, for any � � � there is � � � such that for all
yk � �y � �BY holds��ynk�� � �y

��
Y�
� � kyk � �ykY � �CS kyk � �ykY� � and thus��ynk�� � �y

��
Y
� CS

��ynk�� � �y
��
Y�
� �CS kyk � �ykY � �C�

S kyk � �ykY� �
Therefore,

kskkY� � kyk � �ykY� �
��ynk�� � �y

��
Y�
� ��� �CS� kyk � �ykY� �

kskkY � kyk � �ykY �
��ynk�� � �y

��
Y
� �� � �CS�CS kyk � �ykY� �

and for � � �CS we conclude

kskkY � � � �CS
�� �CS

CS kskkY� � CS kskkY� as �� �.

D 
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We obtain the following result:
LEMMA 6.5. If, for fixed �CS � CS , yk is sufficiently close to �y in Y and

kskkY � �CS kskkY� �(6.5)

then at least one of the conditions (6.3), (6.4) is violated. Therefore, if (6.5) occurs and
we know from the runtime history of the algorithm that (6.4) is satisfied, we will perform a
smoothing step to obtain yk�� from ynk��. If, on the other hand, it is not known if yk satisfies
(6.4), we have to return to iteration k and recompute yk from ynk by a smoothing step.

Numerical tests showed that the following simpler rule without backtracking works well
in practice: Perform a smoothing step ynk�� 
� yk�� if (6.5) holds and choose yk�� � ynk��,
otherwise.

So far, we did not describe how smoothing steps can be obtained. We do this now for the
case of NCP reformulations.

EXAMPLE 6.6 (Smoothing steps for NCPs). We consider operators arising from non-
smooth reformulations of NCPs as described in Example 5.5 and further investigated in the
Examples 5.9 and 6.2. The following construction of a smoothing step follows an idea in
[30], see also [52]. In addition to the assumptions stated in Example 5.5, let us assume that
the operator Z � Lp�	�� Lr�	� assumes the form Z�y� � G�y� � �y, where � � L��	�
is positive and bounded away from zero, and G � Lr�	� 
� Lp�	� is Lipschitz continuous.
Note that G�y� is smoother than its preimage y, since Lp�	� � Lr�	� with nonequivalent
norms. This form of Z arises, e.g., in the first-order necessary optimality conditions of a
large class of optimal control problems with bounds on the control and L�-regularization
[30, 51, 52]. It is well known and easy to verify that �y � Lp�	� solves the NCP if and only if

S��y�
def
�
�
�y � ���F ��y�

�
�
� �y�

where u����
def
� maxfu���� �g. Further, for all y � Lr�	� holds S�y� � ���G�y�� with

u�
def
� ��u��. Hence, using ju� � v�j � ju� vj, we obtain for all y � Lr�	�

jS�y�� �yj � jS�y�� S��y�j � ��� jG�y�� �G��y��j � ��� jG�y��G��y�j �

and therefore

kS�y�� �ykLp �
�������

L�
kG�y��G��y�kLp � LG

�������
L�

ky � �ykLr �

where LG is the Lipschitz constant of G. This shows that the mapping ynk 
� yk
def
� S�ynk � is

a smoothing step with CS � LG
�������

L�
. �

7. Semismooth composite operators and chain rules. We consider the scenario where
F � G �H is a composition of the operators

G � X 
�
Y

i
Lri�	�� H � Y 
� X�

with X a Banach space, and where � � �� � �� is a composition of the functions

�� � R
l � R� �� � R

m � R
l �

We impose assumptions on ��, ��, G, and H to ensure that F and � satisfy Assumption 3.1.
Here is one way to do this:

ASSUMPTION 7.1. There are � � r � ri � qi � �, � � i � m, such that
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(a) The operators G � X � Q
i L

ri�	� and H � Y � X are continuously Fréchet
differentiable.

(b) The operator G maps X locally Lipschitz continuously into Lqi �	�.
(c) The functions �� and �� are Lipschitz continuous.
(d) �� and �� are semismooth.

�

It is straightforward to strengthen these assumptions such that they imply the Assump-
tions 3.3. For brevity, we will not discuss the extension of the next theorem to semismooth-
ness of order �, which is easily established by slight modifications of the assumptions and
the proofs.

THEOREM 7.2. Let the Assumptions 7.1 hold and let F � G�H and � � �� ���. Then
(i) F and � satisfy the Assumptions 3.1.
(ii) � as defined in (1.2) is semismooth.

(iii) The operator �G � z � X 
� �
�
G�z�

� � Lr�	� is semismooth and the following
chain rule holds:

�s��y� � �s�G

�
H�y�

�
H ��y� �

�
MGH

��y� � MG � �s�G

�
H�y�

��
�

(iv) If l � � and �� is strictly differentiable [11, p. 30] then the operator �� � y � Y 
�
��
�
F �y�

� � Lr�	� is semismooth and the following chain rule holds:

�s��y� � ���
�
���y�

�
�s���y� �

�
���
�
���y�

� M� � M� � �s���y�
�
�

Proof. (i): 7.1 (a) implies 3.1 (a), 3.1 (b) follows from 7.1 (a),(b), 7.1 (c) implies 3.1 (c),
and 3.1 (d) holds by 7.1 (d), since the composition of semismooth functions is semismooth.

(ii): By (i), we can apply Theorem 5.2.
(iii): The Assumptions 7.1 imply the Assumptions 3.1 with G and X instead of F and

Y . Hence, �G is semismooth by Theorem 5.2.
For the proof of the ’�’ part of the chain rule, letM � �s��y� be arbitrary. By definition,

there exists a measurable selection d of ��
�
F �y�

�
such that

M �
X

i
di  F �i �y��

Now, since F �i �y� � G�i
�
H�y�

�
H ��y�,

M �
X

i
di G�i

�
H�y�

�
H ��y� �MGH

��y�� where

MG �
X

i
di G�i

�
H�y�

�
�(7.1)

Obviously, we have MG � �s�G

�
H�y�

�
.

To prove the reverse inclusion, note that anyMG � �s�G

�
H�y�

�
assumes the form (7.1)

with appropriate measurable selection d � ��
�
F �y�

�
. Then

MGH
��y� �

X
i
di 

�
G�i
�
H�y�

�
H ��y�

�
�
X

i
di  F �i �y��

which shows MGH
��y� � �s�

�
y
�
.

(iv): Certainly, F and �� satisfy the Assumptions 3.1 (with �� replaced by �). Hence,
Theorem 5.2 yields the semismoothness of ��. We proceed by noting that a.e. on 	 holds

���
�
���y����

�
���

�
F �y����

�
� ��

�
F �y����

�
�(7.2)
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where we have applied the chain rule for generalized gradients [11, Thm. 2.3.9] and the
identity ��� � f���g, see [11, Prop. 2.2.4].

We first prove the ’�’ direction of the chain rule. LetM� � �s�� be arbitrary. It assumes
the form

M� �
X

i
�di  F �i �y��

where �d � L��	�m is a measurable selection of ���
�
F �y�

�
. Now for any operator M

contained in the right hand side of the assertion we have with d def
� ���

�
���y�

�
�d

M � ���
�
���y�

� M� �
X

i
di  F �i �y��

Obviously, d � L��	�m and, by (7.2), d is a measurable selection of ��
�
F �y�

�
. Hence,

M � �s��y�.
Conversely, to prove ’�’, let M � �s��y� be arbitrary and denote by d � L��	�m the

corresponding measurable selection of ��
�
F �y�

�
. Now let �d � L��	�m be a measurable

selection of ���
�
F �y�

�
and define �d � L��	�m by

�d��� � �d��� on 	� �
�
� � ���

�
���y����

�
� �

�
� �d��� �

d���

���
�
���y����

� on 	 n 	�.

Then �d is measurable and d � ���
�
���y�

�
�d. Further, �d��� � �d��� � ���

�
F �y�

�
on 	� and,

using (7.2),

�d��� �
d���

���
�
���y����

� � ���
�
���y����

�
���

�
F �y�

�
���
�
���y����

� � ���
�
F �y�

�
on 	 n 	�.

Thus, �d is a measurable selection of ���
�
F �y�

�
, and consequently also �d � L��	�m due to

the Lipschitz continuity of ��. Therefore,

M� �
X

i
�di  F �i �y� � �s���y�

and thus M � ���
�
���y�

�  �s���y� as asserted.

8. Further properties of the generalized differential. We now establish that our gen-
eralized differential is convex-valued, weak compact-valued and weakly graph closed. These
properties can provide a basis for future research on the connections between �s� and other
generalized differentials, in particular the Thibault generalized differential [48] and the Ioffe–
Ralph generalized differential [24, 43]. As weak topology on L�Y�Lr� we use the weak op-
erator topology, which is defined by the seminorms M 
� jhw�Mvi	j, v � Y , w � Lr

�

�	�,
the dual space of Lr�	�.

The following result will be of importance.
LEMMA 8.1. Under Assumption 3.1, the set K�y� defined in (4.4) is convex and weak�

sequentially compact in L��	�m for all y � Y .
Proof. From Lemma 4.7 we know that K�y� � L� �Bm

L� is nonempty and bounded.
Further, the convexity of ���x� implies the convexity of K�y�. Now let sk � K�y� tend
to s in L��	�m. Then for a subsequence holds sk���� � s��� for a.a. � � 	. Since
��
�
u���

�
is compact, this implies that for a.a. � � 	 holds s��� � ��

�
u���

�
and thus

s � K�y�. Hence, K�y� is a bounded, closed, and convex subset of L��	�m and therefore
weak sequentially compact in L��	�m. Therefore, K�y� is also weak� sequentially closed in

D 
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L��	�m, for, if �sk� � K�y� converges weakly� to s in L��	�m, then hw� sk � si	 � �
for all w � L��	�m � L��	�m, showing that sk � s weakly in L��	�m. Thus, K�y� is
weak� sequentially closed and bounded in L��	�m. Since L��	�m is separable, this yields
that K�y� is weak� sequentially compact.

8.1. Convexity and weak compactness. As further useful properties of �s� we estab-
lish the convexity and weak compactness of its images:

THEOREM 8.2. Under the Assumptions 3.1, the generalized differential �s��y� is non-
empty, convex, and weakly sequentially compact for all y � Y . If Y is separable, then �s��y�
is also weakly compact for all y � Y .

Proof. The nonemptyness was already stated in Theorem 4.8. The convexity follows
immediately from the convexity of the set K�y� derived in Lemma 4.7. We now prove weak
sequential compactness. Let �Mk� � �s��y� be any sequence. Then

Mk �
X

i
dki  F �i �y�

with dk � K�y�, see (4.4). Lemma 8.1 yields that K�y� is weak� sequentially compact in
L��	�m. Hence, we can select a subsequence such that �dk� converges weak� to d� � K�y�
in L��	�m. Define M� �

P
i d
�
i  Fi�y� and observe that M� � �s��y�, since d� � K�y�.

It remains to prove that Mk � M� weakly. Let w � Lr
�

�	� � Lr�	�� and v � Y be
arbitrary. We set zi � w  F �i �y�v and note that zi � L��	�. Hence,

jhw� �Mk �M��vi	j �
X

i
jhw� �dk � d��i  F �i �y�vi	j

�
X

i
jhzi� �dk � d��ii	j �� � as k ��.

(8.1)

Therefore, the weak sequential compactness is shown.
By Lemma 4.3, �s��y� is contained in a closed ball in L�Y�Lr�, on which the weak

topology is metrizable if Y is separable (note that � � r � � implies that Lr�	� is separa-
ble). Hence, in this case the weak compactness follows from the weak sequential compact-
ness.

8.2. Weak graph closedness of the generalized differential. Finally, we prove that the
multifunction �s� is weakly graph closed:

THEOREM 8.3. Let the Assumptions 3.1 be satisfied and let �yk� � Y and �Mk� �
L�Y�Lr�	�� be sequences such that Mk � �s��yk� for all k, yk � y� in Y , andMk �M�

weakly in L�Y�Lr�	��. Then holds M � � �s��y
��. If, in addition, Y is separable, then the

above assertion also holds if we replace the sequences �yk� and �Mk� by nets.
Proof. Let yk � y� in Y and �s��yk� � Mk � M� weakly. We have the representa-

tions Mk �
P

i dki  F �i �yk� with measurable selections dk of ���uk�, where uk � F �yk�.
We also introduce u� � F �y��. The multifunction � � 	 
� ��

�
u����

�
is closed-valued

(even compact-valued) and measurable. Furthermore, the function ��� h� 
� kdk���� hk�
is a normal integrand on 	�R

m [44, Cor. 2P]. Hence, by [44, Thm. 2K], the multifunctions
Sk � 	� R

m ,

Sk��� � arg min
h����u�����

kdk���� hk�

are closed-valued (even compact-valued) and measurable. We choose measurable selections
sk of Sk. The sequence �sk� is contained in the, by Lemma 8.1, sequentially weak� compact
set K�y�� � L��	�m. Further, by Lemma 4.7, we have dk � L� �Bm

L� .

D 

D 
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Hence, by transition to subsequences we achieve sk � �s � K�y�� weak� in L��	�m

and dk � �d � L� �Bm
L� weak� in L��	�m. Therefore, �dk � sk� � � �d � �s� weak�

in L��	�m and thus also weakly in L��	�m. Since uk � u� in
Q

i L
qi�	�, we achieve by

transition to a further subsequence that uk � u� a.e. on	. Hence, since dk��� � ��
�
uk���

�
for a.a. � � 	 and �� is upper semicontinuous, we obtain from the construction of sk that
�dk � sk� � � a.e. on 	. The sequence �dk � sk� is bounded in L��	�m and thus the
Lebesgue convergence theorem yields �dk � sk�� � in L��	�m. From �dk � sk�� � and
�dk � sk�� � �d� �s� weakly in L��	�m we see �d � �s. We thus have

dk � �d � �s � K�y�� weak� in L��	�m.

This shows that �M
def
�
P

i
�d  F �i �y�� � �s��y

��. It remains to prove that Mk � �M weakly.
To show this, let w � Lr

�

�	� � Lr�	�� and v � Y be arbitrary. Then with zki � w F �i �yk�v
and zi � w  F �i �y��v holds zki� zi � L��	� and

kzki � zikL� � kwkLr� kF �i �yk�v � F �i �y
��vkLr � � as k ���

Hence, we obtain similar as in (8.1)

jhw� �Mk � �M�vi	j �
X

i

		hw� dki  F �i �yk�v � �di  F �i �y��vi	
		

�
X

i

		h�dki� zkii	 � h �di� zii			
�
X

i

�jh �di � dki� zii	j� kdkikL� kzi � zkikL�

�� � as k ���

This implies M� � �M � �s��y
�� and completes the proof of the first assertion.

Now let �y�� � Y and �M�� � L�Y�Lr�	�� be nets such that M� � �s��y�� for
all �, y� � y� in Y , and M� � M weakly in L�Y�Lr�	��. Since �y�� finally stays in
any neighborhood of y� and since F � is continuous, we see from (4.3) that w.l.o.g. we may
assume that �M�� is contained in a bounded ball B � L�Y�Lr�. Since, due to the assumed
separability of Y , B is metrizable with respect to the weak topology, we see that we can work
with sequences instead of nets.

9. Conclusions and future work. In this work, a new semismoothness theory for super-
position operators in function spaces was developed. Our semismoothness concept uses a new
generalized differential that generalizes Qi’s finite-dimensional C-subdifferential. The devel-
oped results were shown to be applicable to NCP-function-based reformulations of nonlinear
complementarity problems posed in function spaces. Using this semismoothness theory a
Newton-like method for nonsmooth operator equations was developed, which, depending on
the order of semismoothness of the operator, converges q-superlinearly or with q-order ���
to a regular solution. Details on the application of this method to the control-constrained op-
timal control of elliptic PDEs can be found in the author’s paper [51]. The numerical results
in [51] indicate that the method is efficient and provides mesh-independent performance. We
also established the semismoothness of composite operators and developed corresponding
chain rules. Furthermore, the multifunction �s� was shown to have several useful proper-
ties, in particular weak graph closedness, which can be helpful, e.g., in the development of
relationships between �s� and other vector valued generalized differentials.

We plan further investigations in the future. In particular, we will extend the presented
Newton method so that it can handle mixed problems of the form

��y� � �� G�y� � ��

D 
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where G � Y � Z is a smooth operator. This problem class includes reformulations of
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions for many optimal control and variational inequality prob-
lems. In our opinion, the main challenge hereby is the choice of a suitable regularity con-
dition on the operators

�
M�G��y�

�
, M � �s��y�, and the development of sufficient condi-

tions for regularity that extend the ones given in [50]. Furthermore, it would be interesting
to establish the mesh-independence of the proposed semismooth Newton method. We also
plan to investigate how our locally convergent Newton method can be made globally con-
vergent in an efficient way. Our preliminary investigations indicate that the merit function
y � Y 
� k��y�k�L� � is continuously differentiable under reasonable assumptions, which
are satisfied, e.g., for � � 	FB and qi � �. Therefore, a convergence theory similar to
the one developed in [53] for affine-scaling trust-region methods for bound-constrained non-
linear optimization in function spaces should be transferable to our setting. For the finite-
dimensional analogue of the presented algorithm, globalization techniques were developed
in, e.g., [14, 16, 28, 50]. Finally, we plan to evaluate the potential of the investigated class
of algorithms by extensive numerical tests. Preliminary numerical results for a free bound-
ary value problem and the elliptic control problem (1.8), the latter reported in [51], are very
encouraging. The efficient implementation of the algorithm presents further challenges, in
particular the fast (approximate) solution of Newton’s equation or possible ways of approxi-
mating the operators Mk � �s��yk�. Depending on the particular problem, multigrid meth-
ods can provide a powerful tool for the computation of Newton steps. Alternatively, approxi-
mations of Mk could be obtained by approximating the derivatives F �i �yk� by quasi-Newton
updates.

Appendix.

A consequence of Hölder’s inequality. The following estimate is frequently used in
our analysis. It follows immediately from Hölder’s inequality.

LEMMA 9.1. Let 	 be bounded, � � p � q � �, and

cp�q�	�
def
� ��	�

q�p
pq if p � q ��� cp���	�

def
� ��	��	p if p ��� cp�q�	�

def
� � if p � q�

Then for all v � Lq�	� holds

kvkLp � cp�q�	� kvkLq �

Upper semicontinuity and measurability of multifunctions. For convenience, we also
provide the definition of upper semicontinuity and measurability of multifunctions [11, 44].

DEFINITION 9.2. A multifunction � � U � R
l defined on U � R

k is upper semicontin-
uous at x � U if for all � � � there exists � � � such that

��x�� � fz � h � z � ��x�� khk � �g for all x� � U , kx� � xk � ��

�

DEFINITION 9.3. A multifunction � � U � R
l defined on the measurable set U � R

k is
called measurable [44, p. 160] if it is closed-valued and if for all closed (or open, or compact,
see [44, Prop. 1A]) sets C � R

l the preimage

����C� � fx � U � ��x� � C �� �g

is measurable. �

--
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